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Abstract—In this work, we approach one of the key
components of dialogue systems, natural language generation,
to study how this component is affected by open domain
communication. We rely on statistical methods, namely topic
models and deep learning, and approach the traditional
generation architecture by optimising the sentence planning and
surface realisation, as different tasks. We use documentaries’
subtitles to model domain-specific aspects and a large vocabulary
dataset to account for domain-independent linguistic concerns.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation is used for describing the fine-
grained relationships in the domain-specific corpus, while
word embeddings (providing geometric semantic relations)
are used to represent the large vocabulary. Natural language
generation tasks are modelled as deep learning problems.
Specifically, sentence planning is implemented with feedforward
and convolutional neural networks. Microplanning and surface
realisation are implemented with recurrent neural networks,
to account for sequential aspects of language. We evaluate
our corpus construction method by analysing different time
boundaries in the scene detection algorithm and how those
parameters affects the topic models. We evaluate sentence
planning using cosine similarity and surface realisation with
subjective analysis. Our results suggest that the sentence planner
can learn a mapping from the generic domain-independent
space into the domain-specific space. The quality of surface
realisation results must be considered preliminary.

Keywords: Natural Language Generation, Open Domain,
Deep Learning, Recurrent Neural Networks, Topic Models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dialogue Systems (DSs) allow human and machines to
interact via verbal, or written, communication. Thus, DSs
have been developed to interact with humans to accomplish
a certain task witch is often associated with a domain [10],
[11], [19], i.e., DSs are, usually, developed to perform a well-
defined task on a well-defined domain. However, this implies
that these systems are not developed for addressing open
domain communication. Therefore, traditional approaches to
DS, and its components, focus on accomplish a specific task,
covering only the vocabulary of the domain in question, and
consequently its semantic interpretation, and not generalising
for new domains, in fact, usually, these systems require hand-
crafted rules for the specific domain. Nevertheless, to consider
an open domain communication the system must be able to
generalise to new domains and talk about new concepts.

The Natural Language Generation (NLG) is the compo-
nent in a DS responsible for determining “how” should the

communication goal be presented, this is, this component is
responsible for choosing which are the utterances that best
represent the system’s goal. Moreover, the NLG component
is responsible for mapping the system’s intentions and goals
into natural language. Thus, this module is a key component
of the DS as it is the responsible for deciding what should be
presented to the end user and has a very important role when
considering an open domain communication.

Usual approaches to generation approach the problem in
a domain-specific context, where hand-crafted rules must be
defined to the domain in question. These approaches usually
are known as template-based approaches [30], [31], where
the method is filling in empty slots from lexicalised sen-
tences. Although this method is robust and can be applied
to different domains, it lacks the fluency, flexibility, and
naturalness required for an interaction: the templates are very
repetitive. Therefore, these approaches do not provide the
required flexibility to approach generation in open domain.

To address some of the limitations previously mentioned,
the trainable generation approach proposes using statistical
methods in the generation problem, for instance HALLO-
GEN [16]. Thus, this approach regards the modules within
the generation architecture as “trainable”, i.e., the modules
can be trained from data, for instance to adapt to different
domains [32]. However, these approaches still rely on a
number of different hand-crafted rules which are then used
for optimisation. More recently, data-driven approaches [22],
[33], [34] have modelled the generation process by learning
directly from data, while using an overgeneration and rerank-
ing approach. These approaches propose learning directly from
data due to the flexibility using statistical data-driven methods
provide, as well as removing the handcrafted rules.

We study how this can be accomplished in an open domain
set. Furthermore, we study statistical approaches to generation
by approaching both sentence planning and surface realisation
in a statistical manner, using deep learning in both modules.
Therefore, we approach the conventional approach [24] in a
statistical way to reduce the domain-dependent hand-crafted
rules.

The document structure is as follows: in section II we
provide the background in deep learning and topic modelling
and the state of the art in NLG. In section VII we describe
our approach and the experimental setup. Next, in section VIII,
we present and discuss the results of all experiments. Finally,
in section IX we present our conclusions and directions for
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future work.

II. RELATED WORD

Regardless of the approach, the process of language genera-
tion is often viewed as goal-driven communication [24]. Con-
sequently, a communicative goal or communicative intention is
attempted to be satisfied in order to produce an utterance. This
communicative goal or intention is abstract, its interpretation
is not fixed and is often to inform the listener, request or
persuade the listener to do something or obtain information
from the listener. To satisfy those goals, a communicative act
is decided and performed, so that the listener understands the
speaker’s intention. The conventional approach [24] divides
the problem into two different tasks: sentence planning and
surface realisation. The first is responsible for mapping se-
mantic symbols into an intermediary representation for the
utterance, while the second module is responsible for given
the intermediary representation decide which words best fit
the intended utterance. Both modules have been studied before
using statistical methods, whether individually or by jointly
optimising both modules.

For the first module, sentence planning, the approaches
rely on statistical methods, such as Reinforcement Learning
(RL) [25], yet still rely on hand-crafted rules for the domain.
For the second module, approaches are either template based
or statistical, for instance using Hierarchical Reinforcement
Learning (HRL) with a Bayesian Network (BN) for surface
realisation [9], yet also still rely on prior knowledge and rules.

Data-driven approaches promise to learn the generation
process from data without handcrafted rules. Therefore, Oh
and Rudnicky [22] were one of the first to propose this
method using an n-gram language model, while Angeli et
al. [1] proposed using an hybrid approach between template
and statistical by learning which template best realises the
system’s goal. More recently, approaches using deep learning
have been proposed [17], [26], [33], [34], as this type of
learning allows building powerful generators without relying
on hand-crafted rules by learning directly from data. Moreover,
approaches using deep learning rely on the power of neural
networks to map arbitrary spaces and the power of Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) to model arbitrarily long sequences.
Wen et al. [33], [34] uses the paradigm of overgeneration and
reranking using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and
RNNs to to validate the semantic consistency of candidates
during re-ranking, where the final response derives from re-
ranking a set of candidates created by a stochastic generator,
and using Long-Short Term Memorys (LSTMs) by jointly
optimising the sentence planning and surface realisation in a
semantically conditioned unit. Serban et al. [26] also propose
learning a variational latent model in an hierarchical way
by learning the next utterance in a dialogue. Li et al. [17]
use generative models instead of discriminative models and
proposes conditioning the generation problem with a topic
model, first by using a Markov topic model, and last proposing
a variational latent model, as Serban et al. already proposed
[26], that learns the context directly from data.

A. Recurrent Neural Network

An RNN is a type of neural network that has the ability
to model and learn arbitrarily long sequences of data, this is,
instead of considering a simple data point and predicting its
output (like a regular Deep Neural Network (DNN)), this type
of networks can model the sequential dependencies between
inputs. These dependencies are often associated with a tempo-
ral dependency as the previous data point influences directly
the current. In contrast with feedforward neural networks,
which predict each word without the context, an RNN has
the ability to model the sequence by maintaining the context
in a persistent state, instead of always forgetting. Moreover,
this persistence can be regarded as applying the same trans-
formation at each step of the sequence, while considering the
previous transformation.

Let us define the input sequence as x = (x1, · · · , xT ), the
hidden state vector as h = (h1, · · · , hT ), and the predicted
output vector as y = (y1, · · · , yT ), where t = 1 to T . The
RNN is defined by the following equations:

ht = σ(Wh · xt + Uh · ht−1 + bh) (1)

yt =Wy · xt + Uy · ht−1 + by (2)

where ht is the network’s hidden state, xt is the input at
step t, yt is the output at step t, σ to a non-linear activation
function and Wh,y , Uh,y and b are weight matrices and biases,
corresponding to the network’s parameters.

Although in theory RNN can learn arbitrarily long se-
quences, in practice these networks have shown difficulties
learning dependencies that have a very large span of infor-
mation [4]. Another problem with these networks is how to
train efficiently, as training with traditional Back Propagation
Through Time (BPTT) algorithm has been proved to be
extremely difficult due to the exploding and vanishing gradient
problems [4]. Thus, to address this problem two different
RNN-based methods were proposed, LSTM and Gated Re-
current Unit (GRU).

1) Long-Short Term Memory: To address the limitations of
vanilla RNNs, the LSTM was proposed by [14]. In contrast
with RNNs, which possess cell structure consisting mainly of a
single neural network, LSTMs’ cell structure is more complex,
as it uses different gates to control how the internal morphing
of the information is processed. Thus, these gates interact with
each other to control how the information is morphed in the
cell’s internal state, this is accomplished via “selective writing,
reading, and forgetting” [23].

Therefore, an LSTM is, usually, defined as follows:

it = σ(Wi · xt + Ui · ht−1 + bi) (3)

ft = σ(Wf · xt + Uf · ht−1 + bf ) (4)

C̃t = tanh(Wc · xt + Uc · ht−1 + bc) (5)

Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t (6)

ot = σ(Wo · xt + Uo · ht−1 + bo) (7)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct) (8)
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where σ is an activation function (usually the sigmoid func-
tion, as it is differentiable and produces continues values
between 0 and 1), xt is the input at step t, ht−1 is the previous
hidden state, Ct−1 is the previous cell state, ft is the forget
gate, it is the input (write) gate, C̃t is the candidate state value,
Ct is the current cell state, ot is the output (read) gate, ht is
the LSTM current hidden state, and Wi,f,c,o, Ui,f,c,o and b are
weight matrices and bias vectors, respectively. Although there
are other variants of LSTM, we only consider this one as it is
the most used one. More variants can be found in [13].

2) Gated Recurrent Unit: The GRU was proposed in [7]
as a variation of the LSTM, where instead of coordinating
the writes and forgets, the GRU links them explicitly into
one gate, called the update gate (which acts as a “do-not-
update”). Furthermore, the GRU replaces the “selective writes”
and “selective forgets” by a single “selective overwrites”, this
is accomplished by setting the forget gate to 1 minus the input
(write) gate (which is in fact specifying how much of the
previous state the cell should not overwrite).

The fundamental equations of the GRU are the following:

zt = σ(Wz · xt + Uz · ht−1 + bz) (9)

rt = σ(Wr · xt + Ur · ht−1 + br) (10)

h̃t = tanh(W · (rt ∗ ht−1) + U · xt + b) (11)

ht = (1− zt) ∗ ht−1 + zt ∗ h̃t (12)

where xt is input at step t, ht−1 is the previous hidden state,
zt is the update gate, rt is the reset gate, h̃t is the shadow gate,
ht is the current hidden state, and W,Wz,r, U,Uz,r, and b are
the weight matrices and bias vectors respectively. Note that
the original formulation defined rt as the reset gate, however
this gate functions more as a read gate.

III. TOPIC MODELS

Topic models are unsupervised models that aim to model
words relationships inside a collection and group them by their
corresponding topic, i.e., topic modelling, usually, does not
require any prior annotations and aims at given a collection
of documents find the group of words that best represent the
collection, find the topics which best describe the collection.
Moreover, the number of topics is, usually, one of the pa-
rameters these algorithms require to be determined manually.
These algorithms enable discovering topic patterns in the
collection as they are based on the assumption that documents
are mixtures of topics, where each topic is a probability
distribution over the words [28].

Furthermore, topic models are, usually, generative and only
consider the number of times the word is seen in a document
(although there are extensions which preserve word ordering).
Statistical topic models require the number of topics to be
defined manually and specify a multinomial distribution over
words for topics and over topics for documents. Topic models
do not make any assumption regarding the meaning of the
words in a document, instead they make the bag-of-words
assumption and aim at fitting the word in a topic.

A. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a well known topic
model that assumes that each document in a collection is made
of multiple topics, where each topic is a distribution over the a
fixed vocabulary of terms [28]. Moreover, the model assumes
there are K topics associated with the collection and each
document is composed by different percentages of each topic.
As a probabilistic topic model, LDA represent their hidden
variables via topics, where the documents’ hidden variables
are representative of the subjects of the collection.

The iterative process for document generation is as follows,
for each document d in the collection:
(1) Choose θi, modelled by a Dirichlet distribution with the

parameter α (Dir(α)).
(2) For each word n in document d:

(a) Retrieve topic zN form the multinomial distribution
Multinomial(θd);

(b) Given topic zn, retrieve a word from the multinomial
distribution Multinomial(ϕ), the probability over the
vocabulary, where ϕ is modelled through a Dirichlet
distribution with the parameter β (Dir(β)).

IV. DATASET REQUIREMENTS

In order to study open domain generation, especially using
a data-driven method, our dataset must meet the following
requirements: coherent discourse structure, domain-dependent
discourse, and a large domain-independent vocabulary. There-
fore, to meet these requirements we have two different cor-
pus in our dataset. The first corpus, documentaries subtitles,
provides the first and second requirement, while the second
corpus, Google n-gram [6], provides the last requirement.
Furthermore, our documentaries subtitles focus on a specific
domain, physics, and their nature provide a domain-dependent
discourse, as the subtitles address the domain in question, thus
having a more domain dependent and limited vocabulary. In
addition, the subtitles scenes also provide a coherent discourse
structure, a narrator is describing the different aspects of the
documentary. Finally, the Google n-gram corpus provides a
large domain-independent vocabulary. To be able to generate
utterances in open domain we require a large vocabulary, as
the vocabulary addresses most of the language.

In this section, we describe our large domain-independent
vocabulary and representation, using word representations. We
describe our corpora and our approach to build a corpus
from subtitles. Our original corpus is an extension of the
documentaries subtitles set described by [2]. The corpus was
gathered for abstract summarisation tasks and was also used
for topic modelling, which is a relevant part of this work (even
if it is not the focus). Moreover, this corpus consists of 265
subtitles from documentaries of the physics domain, where
almost all the documentaries are monologues and the narrator
presents the different aspects of the documentaries’ subject.
Therefore, this corpus is, potentially, adequate for the focus
of this thesis: on the one hand, the corpus can be used for to
topic modelling and, thus, is suitable for the domain part of the
work, and, on the other hand, it enables the narrator/explainer
to demonstrate the purpose of this work.
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Furthermore, documentaries provide domain-dependent
structure and coherent discourse implicitly in the scenes that
compose the documentary. Therefore, we consider that each
scene can be regarded as an individual document, as each
scene not only compresses enough information regarding the
subject of the documentary and can be more detailed about
a particular context of the documentary’s subject, but also,
provides a coherent domain-dependent discourse structuring:
each scene is coherent with respect to itself and to the doc-
umentary’s subject. To achieve this, we propose an approach
for detecting scenes in subtitles and extracting them from the
original documentary.

A. Large Vocabulary Corpus

Having a large vocabulary is a very important requirement
to address generation in an open domain context, as the
vocabulary is not limited and covers most of the words in
the language. This way, when generating an utterance, it is
possible to cover, potentially, most of the words from any
specific domain.

Thus, we use the Google’s ngram dataset [6] as our domain
independent corpus, as its vocabulary covers must of the
English language. Moreover, how we represent the words is
also a relevant aspect of the large vocabulary, as we want
to have a generic space where words preserve the relations
between one another. Thus, we represent the words using
word2vec [20], i.e., we transform the discrete word space into
a continuous dense space that preserves words relations.

We train word embeddings using the Skip-gram model with
negative sampling and use Google’s ngram dataset [6] to train
the word2vec model [12], where the size of an embedding
is a 200 dimensional vector, the text is normalised using the
default normalisation provided by the word2vec toolkit, and
we use a window of 5 context words for the Skip-gram.

B. Tuning the Corpus

Our approach uses a parameter, in ms, to determine the
boundary of the scene, i.e., we exploit the temporal nature
of a documentary to detect the boundary between scenes. We
perform this by collapsing alignment items whose distance is
smaller than the parameter and stop when we can not perform
any more collapsing. After the scene detection, we extract
each scene using parameters to regulate the minimum and
maximum durations of scenes, as well minimum number of
words.

With the variation of the time parameter to detect scene’s
boundaries, we expect that for small values less scenes are
grouped, which leads to having a greater number of small
scenes (figure 1 (a)). However, there is a pattern in the
frequency: from 100ms to 200ms the gap is not stable and
the number of small scenes tend to oscillate from one value to
the next, then from 225ms until 950ms the decay is smoother,
which leads to conclude that the gap stabilises and the decay
of frequencies is just a natural consequence of the gradual
increment of less distant scenes (more scene collapse).

Furthermore, although the frequency analysis leads us to
reason that this parameter should be at least 200ms, we look
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Fig. 1: Corpus Analysis. Figure (a) represents the frequencies
and figure (b) represents the mass of frequencies.

at the mass of the curve (the integral) to further understand
how the parameters influence the boundary detection. In figure
1 (b), not only, the range from 100ms to 200ms presents
the same result, very distant from the other intervals, but
also, the mass of the curve concentrates in shorter scenes and
decays very fast. In contrast with this range, the 225ms to
950ms range proves to concentrate the mass in a very similar
way, concentrating with short to medium size scenes, while
decaying smoother than the previous range.

C. Topic Modelling

Using a topic model provides a natural method for grouping
concepts in a collection. This way, we can model the fine-
grained relations of our domain-dependent corpus. From the
different topic models we choose LDA due to its wide ap-
plication in the literature and the previous application of this
model in the subtitles domain [2]. Furthermore, we use the
LDA implementation provided by [5].

To perform an LDA estimation over our collection we need
to create the vocabulary of the collection, ignoring stop words,
and, then, create for each document of the collection the bag-
of-words of the document’s (scene) vocabulary. After creating
the vocabulary, we estimate the model using a random topic
initialisation, an α of 0.3, and vary the number of topics the
model should estimate. We perform the same conditions for
50, 100, and 200 topic models.

A good topic model is essential for the domain-dependent
part of this work. Therefore, we study how the corpus con-
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Scenes Gap (ms) Vocabulary Size Number of scenes
100 9574 62035
100 * 9052 61635
200 9635 52654
200 * 8993 52597
300 9660 44326
300 * 8987 44058
400 9655 42571
400 * 8984 42107
500 9658 40832
500 * 8965 40357
600 9660 39510
600 * 8945 39025
700 9660 38389
700 * 8938 37895
800 9661 37178
800 * 8919 36665
900 9662 36087
900 * 8896 35563

TABLE I: Merged Scenes Statistics (* cutoff of 100000ms).

struction affects the LDA models. In table I we depict how the
vocabulary size and number of scenes differ when the bound-
ary is incrementally crisper. Moreover, the number of scenes
decreases with the increment of the merging parameters, even
more accentuated when the 100s cutoff is applied, this is due
to the boundaries being incrementally crisper, which leads to
shorter scenes being merged more frequently. Furthermore,
the vocabulary size oscillates, which can be explained by
the extracting parameters: softer boundaries will have shorter
scenes that when extract may be discarded; while crisper
boundaries will have short to medium scenes preserving more
vocabulary. In addition, when the cutoff is applied the number
of scenes discarded increases but not significantly, in contrast
with the vocabulary which decreases significantly when the
cutoff is applied.

Furthermore, we evaluate how many overlapping words
there are between topics, so as to understand whether the topic
model is performing a softer or crisp boundary between topics.
In table II we present max number of word co-occurrence
in different topic models. We we can conclude that each of
the 100 and 200 topic models have a crisp boundary, as the
maximum co-occurrence is 6 and 4, respectively. However
for 50 topics models the maximum word topic co-occurrence
is 14, which is a significant co-occurrence and allows us to
understand that these models are not adequate for our problem.
Although each model can be used for further experiences with
sentence planning and surface realisation, we only consider the
300ms gap merged scenes with 100 topics, as its behaviour
is regular both in the corpus analysis and in the LDA topic
model analysis.

V. SENTENCE PLANNING

Sentence planning is, usually, responsible for determining
the content and structure of the response. We approach the
content determination problem and structure of the response
in different modules, not exclusive to the sentence planner, i.e.,
we use the sentence planner to determine the content of the
response and, implicitly, the structure. However, we explicitly
determine the real structure in a micro-content planner which
is described in section VI.

Gap (ms) 50 topics 100 topics 200 topics
100 2 2 2
100 * 2 2 2
200 4 2 2
200 * 3 2 2
300 12 3 4
300 * 5 4 2
400 13 3 3
400 * 9 2 2
500 10 3 2
500 * 14 2 3
600 10 3 2
600 * 5 2 2
700 12 6 2
700 * 12 2 3
800 13 4 2
800 * 10 2 2
900 14 6 3
900 * 13 3 2

TABLE II: Word topic co-occurrence (* cutoff of 100000ms).

Gap (ms) Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3
100 galaxy

milky
astronauts
changed
group
starting
andromeda
proposed
powered
copernicus

world
science
true
lead
decades
range
carry
straight
fiction
war

result
detect
nebula
suddenly
spinning
died
occurred
fine
dying
device

100 * universe
place
call
beginning
existence
birth
expanding
giving
creation
imagined

kind
complex
molecules
university
chemistry
organic
nucleus
failed
grand
europe

process
days
order
crew
weather
absolutely
difference
changing
desert
engine

200 measure
camera
minute
path
straight
familiar
cut
tons
trees
lower

looked
control
top
radio
room
send
hear
bottom
signal
signals

water
scale
volcanoes
active
volcanic
lava
craters
molten
volcano
flows

200 * asteroid
happened
event
land
dinosaurs
named
brought
including
belt
extinction

spacecraft
rocket
seconds
launch
shuttle
active
program
engine
meant
color

fact
created
interesting
direction
gave
possibility
satellite
mountain
paper
fraction

TABLE III: Top 10 words of Latent Dirichlet Allocation 100
topic models (first five topics) for different gaps (* cutoff of
100000ms).
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We approach sentence planning using a statistical way, by
learning a mapping from a generic word embeddings (synthe-
sised questions) into a topic space, this can be regarded as the
planning the context of the utterance in a lower dimensionality
space. Moreover, our approach is determining the domain
content by refining from a question, in a large vocabulary,
into a topic specific space.

We achieve this by using word2vec [20] for the embedding
space (question) and LDA for the topic space (content deter-
mination). This way, the sentence planner is responsible for
refining the generic domain into a more specific domain, in
our case a physics domain (see section IV). Figure 2 depicts
the sentence planner, while Figure 3 depicts the topic model.

Fig. 2: Sentence Planner architecture.

Fig. 3: Topic model. Domain-dependent part of the sentence
planning.

Moreover, the sentence planner is a generic mapping from
word representations in a generic space into topic distributions,
i.e., the sentence planner learns how words should be encoded
into a topic distribution (analogously to what a topic model
does). Therefore, our focus on the sentence planner is how to
map generic word representations into a topic distribution, i.e.,
how to perform a mapping from an already dense space which
preserves relationships between words into an even denser
space which models the distribution of words in a topic space.
Thus, determining the content of the response in the domain
space.

In Figure 2 the question is transformed from the discrete
space of words into the domain-independent space, which is
achieved by transforming each word using word2vec trained
over a large generic corpus. Next, the embedded question
models, implicitly, the communicative goal and the Embed-
dedQuestion2Mix is our sentence planner, which maps from

the question space (word embeddings space) into the topic,
domain-specific, space.

VI. MICROPLANNING AND SURFACE REALISATION

In this section, we describe our statistical approach to mi-
croplanning and surface realisation. The micro-content planner
is, usually, responsible for refining the response structure of the
sentence planner, while the surface realisation is responsible
for given the abstract representation from the previous steps,
transform that representation into words. Thus, the realisation
is responsible for deciding which lexical items should be
chosen to map from the abstract representation to the words.

In our approach, the micro planner and surface realisation
modules are responsible for determining the structure of the
response and which words best suit the response, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the planner must be able to determine
the structure of the response from the response content,
determined by the sentence planner. This can be regarded
as the micro planner unfolding the response content, global
content, into a refined sequence of sentence representations
that satisfy the global response content, via a sequence of local
content representations. In turn, the micro planner determines
a sequence of representations of sentences which are structure
of the explanation.

We use two methods for microplanning and surface realisa-
tion, which perform the mapping at document and word level:
jointly optimising the process; and dividing the problem into
two sub-problems. This way, these approaches learn how to
map the context into a sequence of sentences which in turn
maps into a sequence of words. To address the inter-sentence
relations of a document our approach learns the mapping
between the topic distribution and the sequence of local topic
distributions that defines the structure of the response and
the mapping from this structure into a sequence of words.
This way, not only, learning the structure of the response
by determining which topic distributions best represent the
sentences that should be produced, but also, learning which
words best suit the topic distributions. The first approach learns
how to map the context into a sequence of words, while the
second approach learns how to map the context into a sequence
of sentences which in turn maps into a sequence of words.

To address the inter-sentence relations of a document we
learn the mapping between the topic distribution the sentence
planner should produce and model, not only, learning the
structure of the response, by determining which topic distri-
butions best represent the sentences that should be produced,
but also, learning which words best suit the topic distributions.
Therefore, we use two approaches: jointly optimise both
document and sentence structure using a hierarchical approach
and split the problem into two parts, first, optimising the
content planning, by learning a sequence of topic distributions,
and, second, we optimise the words in each of the previous
sequence.

A. Microplanning and Realisation

In this approach, we divide the realisation into two steps:
first, decide the structure of the final answer, addressing the
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inter-sentence relations; and, second, given the structure, i.e.,
the content, perform the realisation into a linguistic structure.

Figure 4 depicts the first step, while Figure 5 depicts the
second step. Dividing the problem into two steps has as its
main advantage allowing to scrutinise the result of the content
planning before performing the word realisation. This way, we
can understand if the inter-sentence relations are addressing
the content selection as they should and only then perform
the word realisation.

Fig. 4: Content planning. Determining the structure of the
explanation (Mixture Demultiplexer).

Fig. 5: Word realisation. Realise the non linguistic content
with linguistic content.

B. Hierarchical Naive Approach

This approach models the microplanning and realisation
problem joint problem by jointly learning the mapping be-
tween the topic distribution and the response structure, as well
as the mapping from the response structure into the words.
Thus, the hierarchical naive approach models the micro-
planner and realisation by determining which sentences should

be in the response and which words should be realised in each
sentence. Moreover, this approach is the approach in Figures
4 and 5, where both steps are performed jointly, conditioned
by the sentence representation.

C. Naive Surface Realisation

We also use a naive approach which does not perform mi-
croplanning and tries to decode on word level, not taking into
consideration the document structure. Therefore, the model
learns how to generate arbitrarily long sentences by learning
how to map from the topic mixture into a sequence of words.
This approach main advantage is its simplicity, approaching
the realisation in a naive way by simply optimising the se-
quence of words with respect to a context vector. However, this
approach lacks the ability to model the document structure and
the inter-sentence relations, which is relevant for generating
better utterances. Furthermore, this approach tries to learn
arbitrarily long sequences, which can lead to worse results,
as there are practical limitations in the statistical learning
approach. The surface realiser module for the naive approach
is depicted in Figure 6.

Fig. 6: Surface Realiser.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section we describe our approach to the generation
problem, as well as the experimental setup for all the experi-
ments.

A. Sentence Planning

DNNs can learn arbitrary mappings between two different
spaces [8]. Thus, they fit perfectly in this problem, where we
want to map from a generic word embedding space into the
topic latent space. Thus, we approach the sentence planning
using deep learning, namely using feedforward DNNs and
CNNs, to learn a one-to-one mapping, more concretely, to
perform the mapping between the generic space into the topic
space. In addition, we use word2vec, for the generic space,
and LDA for the topic space. We evaluate three different
approaches to perform the mapping from the word embeddings
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(question) into the topic distribution (content determination):
a deep feedforward network and two convolutional networks
(both 1D ConvNets).

Our approach to sentence planning relies on both topic mod-
elling and deep learning, the first one was already described
in III, while the second consists of using DNN to mimic the
behaviour of a topic model by mapping the generic space to
the topic space. Thus, we conducted two experiments, which
are influenced directly by the LDA results. First, we divide
the document collection into train and test and perform the
model estimate over the training set exclusively, which is
then used on the sentence planner as the training set (10%
of the training set is used as validation), and evaluate with
respect to the LDA inference, comparing this way previously
unseen document for both models. Second, we use LDA to
infer the topic distributions of the previous estimate model
and train the planner with the inferred topic distributions
(10% of the training set is used as validation), i.e., instead
of using the internal LDA model directly we train with an
approximation given by the inference, which is closer to what
the planner should predict. Furthermore, we evaluate using the
test set which both LDA and the network have never seen. The
collection division into train and test is performed randomly.

To study how well the planner maps the embeddings space
to the topic space, we use three networks: a feedforward DNN
and two CNN. The feedforward DNN and one of the CNN
map from a sentence representation (sum of the embeddings
of all words) into the topic space, while the other CNN looks
at the bag-of-words of the synthesised question. In addition,
we study how do the hyper-parameters affect the networks’
performance.

Finally, all models were trained with minibatching and
Adaptive Moment Estimation (ADAM) [15] as the optimiser.
To prevent overfit we apply the dropout technique [27]. All
models run on a GeForce GTX TITAN X [21].

B. Microplanning and Surface Realisation

Our micro-planner is responsible for determining the struc-
ture of the response explicitly, while modelling fine-grained
relationships by learning a mapping from the document topic
distribution into its sentences topic distributions: the planner
unrolls a topic mixture into a sequence of topic mixtures.
Surface realisation determines linguistic content from non-
linguistic content, as such we propose an approach which
relies on deep learning, with emphasis on recurrent neural
networks, to decode the representation of the sentence planner
into words.

We approach the problem as a sequence-to-sequence prob-
lem, namely a one-to-many and a one-to-many-to-many prob-
lem – naive realisation and micro content and realisation,
respectively. The reason to address the problem as formulated
is to follow a purely statistical approach, namely deep learning,
which provides the ability to model arbitrarily long sequences
(RNN) while providing a method to increase the flexibility
and, arguably, naturalness of the generated utterance. The
decoders considered in this work are similar to the one
proposed in [3], where the embedding of target word e(yt)

at step t is a peek of the output, and the additional weight
matrices C,Cr,z compute the context vector ct at each step:

zt = σ(Wz · e(yt) + Uz · ht−1 + Cz · ct + bz) (13)

rt = σ(Wr · e(yt) + Ur · ht−1 + Cr · ct + br) (14)

h̃t = tanh(W · e(yt) + U · (rt ∗ ht−1) + C · ct + b) (15)

ht = (1− zt) ∗ ht−1 + zt ∗ h̃t (16)

Furthermore, the hierarchical naive approach is similar
to the one used by [18], with one decoder decoding on
document level (sentences) and another decoder conditioned
by the first one decoding on sentence level (words), using
a “static” attention mechanism [35]. Therefore, this decoder
operates on inter-sentence and intra-sentence level, preserving
the document (response) structure and the sentence structure
of each sentence. The micro planning and realisation divide
this approach into two different steps, the first models a
one-to-many sequence, unrolling a topic distribution into its
composing topic distributions, while the second is for each
topic distribution realise a sequence of words.

Both the naive realisation and microplanning and realisation
models were develop using Theano [29] and the framework
developed during this thesis. Both use the same corpus and
the same normalisation (the same normalisation used for the
word embeddings). In addition, both models run on a GeForce
GTX TITAN X [21].

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present the results from all the experi-
ments, namely the statistical approaches to sentence planning
and surface realisation.

A. Sentence Planning

We evaluate our sentence planner with respect to the LDA
model, as the planner is responsible for determining the con-
text of the utterance to be generated, this context is provided by
the topic model. We evaluate how well the planner learns the
topic model, estimate and inference. In Figure 7, we depict a
comparison between the best approaches for the first scenario,
where the networks learn the model estimate. In addition, in
Figure 8, we depict a comparison between the best approaches
for the second scenario, where the networks learn the inference
directly. Finally, in figure 9 we depict a comparison between
the best approach from the first scenario and the worst from
the second, to show that learning from the inference yields
better results than from the estimation.

From figures 7 and 8, we can conclude that the sentence
planner learns to map embeddings to both LDA estimate
and inference model. Moreover, learning to map from the
embeddings space to the topic space does not yield worse
results than performing directly the LDA inference. This way,
the method we use, not only, is more flexible, as the word
embeddings are a continuous dense space and the vocabulary
in the LDA model is a discrete word space, but also, provides
a way for mapping a generic embedding space into a lower
dimension topic space. Finally, when learning the inference
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Fig. 7: Sentence Planner vs LDA Inference, cosine similarity
frequency. Best networks results for estimate learning.

Fig. 8: Sentence Planner vs LDA Inference, cosine similarity
frequency. Best networks results for inference learning.

directly, instead of the estimate, the networks, as expected,
have a better performance, as the network learns to map from
the embeddings directly into the inference space. Furthermore,
the better performance of inference training is depicted in
figure 9, where the worst approach using the inference training
is better than the best using estimate training.

Fig. 9: Comparison between the best estimation and worst
inference learning.

B. Surface Realiser

Evaluating a natural language generator is a hard task, as
different utterances can encode the same meaning. In fact, the
community is often divided when the subject is evaluating
a generation system, as the existent objective measures only
take into consideration the frequency of ngrams in the gen-
erated utterance with respect to the expected utterance, the
same applies for fields such as machine translation. Thus,
subjective measures where independent judges classify the
system’s response are one of the methods to evaluate the
system’s performance, for instance considering the fluency and
naturalness of the generated utterance.

The results from the surface realisation are preliminary and
require further study to conclude whether the approach is
feasible, thus they are not depicted here. Moreover, the micro-
planner could not map the topic distribution to a sequence
of topic distributions properly. Furthermore, the network’s
behaviour was predicting identical sequence of topic mixtures
for different initial mixtures. This can be explained by the loss
function not being the most appropriated one, the architecture
lacking the deep nature required for this type of applications,
among others.

All the experiments performed suffer from the same defect,
which could be improved: the number of layers in the ar-
chitecture is not sufficient to model from the domain-specific
content into the word generic representation. This requires
further study by studying deeper architectures.

While conducting the experiments, we faced an insuperable
obstacle: the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) memory limita-
tions. The desired approach would be performing a softmax,
or an approximation, at the end of the network and use as loss
function such as categorical cross entropy. However, due to the
vocabulary size and the GPU memory limitations, we used an
approximation by using as loss function the mean squared
error for the flat model and hierarchical model, predicting
directly the embeddings, and the cosine distance (and mean
squared error) for the content planning.

C. Discussion

Approaching the generation problem as a statistical op-
timisation task provides a flexible method for generating
utterances. Furthermore, to address the generation process
using statistical methods, both components of the pipeline con-
ventional architecture must be able to generalise to different
concepts and domains. We study how conditioning generation
with a domain-dependent aspect performs, as scaling to dif-
ferent domains is feasible.

The main task of the sentence planner is to determine the
response content and the structure of the response. However,
the explicit structure of the response is addressed by the
micro-content planner. Therefore, our approach to sentence
planning has as its main task synthesising the communicative
objective and determining the content of the response in a
domain-specific space, by mapping a (synthesised) question
from a domain-independent question into a topic distribution
(domain-dependent), i.e., we approach the planning as de-
termining the domain content by mapping from a question
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in a embedding space into a response in the topic model
space. Therefore, the sentence planner maps from a generic
embedding space into a more fine-grained domain space by
mapping word representations into topic distributions. We
showed that performing this mapping does not yield significant
worse results than using the LDA model. Thus, the main
advantage of performing the inference via DNN instead of
LDA is the mapping from the generic word representations
into a more fined-grained representation which the LDA can
not provide as it is constrained on the collection’s vocabulary.

The results of the surface realisation are still preliminary and
are far from the ones we expected. All the experiments per-
formed suffer from the same defect, which could be improved:
the number of layers in the architecture is not sufficient to
model from the domain-specific content into the word generic
representation. This requires further study by increasing the
number of layers.

There are different limitations in our work: for the sentence
planning, the best scenario was not addressed, partitioning the
dataset into three parts so that the networks are trained with
inference of never seen documents exclusively and not and
approximation; for the surface realisation we faced a constraint
in the GPU memory. For the first, using an approximation
proved to be feasible, while for the second instead of opti-
mising a cross entropy, we had to approximate and learn the
embeddings directly.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We approached the generation problem in a statistical way to
study the problem under an open domain environment, in the
context of a narrator. Furthermore, we address the generation
problem by considering both sentence planning and surface
realisation a statistical problem.

We propose a method for creating a corpus based on
documentaries subtitles which exploits the temporal nature of
subtitles, while preserving the original time alignment. The
reason to extract scenes is that we need a domain-dependent
part to refine a domain-independent vocabulary into a domain-
dependent vocabulary, as the scenes from subtitles provide
a domain-dependent discourse structure. These scenes also
provide a coherent discourse structure by definition, as they
are coherent with respect to themselves and the documentary.

This method was further tested with topic models and
showed that the models estimated had a crisp boundary as
the word co-occurrence was not significant, specially for 100
and 200 topic models.

We approach sentence planning as a mapping from a generic
word space into a topic space by learning the mapping
between a (synthesised) question in a embedding space into
a topic model inference space. This way, we showed that the
planner can learn how to lower the dimensionality of the word
space, by learning the mapping from a dense space (word
embeddings) with a large vocabulary into a lower denser space
(topic inference) with a small vocabulary.

We approach surface realisation with a naive approach and
with microplanning and surface realisation, with the main
task of mapping the representation (topic distribution) in

the domain-specific space back into the domain-independent
space, while conditioning the generation with the domain
aspects. Our results are preliminary as all approaches yield
results distant from the ones we were expecting. Thus, this
approach requires further study.

We plan using deeper architectures for the surface realisa-
tion and evaluate if we can improve our results. Furthermore,
we plan using a native method for mapping embeddings
into topic mixtures, Gaussian Latent Dirichlet Allocation, and
study if we can replace our approach to sentence planning
with the Gaussian Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Finally, we
plan using machine learning techniques, such as scheduled
sampling, to improve the microplanning and surface realisation
steps and dividing the realisation into two steps: predicting
content words and sentence reconstruction.
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